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Fried or baked, sprinkled with truffle oil
or flavored with crumbled herbs,
french fries are an enduring dish, fan-

cied up or served the simple way around
the globe. But what do we REALLY know
about the history of the lowly sliced potato,
or in a broader sense, the lowly sliced yam,
okra or just about any vegetable that can
be, well, sliced and fried, sauteed or roast-
ed, coated or battered. Blogs, books and
recipes abound. Add to the record a kitschy,
new book, “Fries! An Illustrated Guide to the
World’s Favorite Food,” by a restaurateur
from the heart of potato country, Boise,
Idaho.

Blake Lingle, co-founder and co-owner
of the Boise Fry Company, with four loca-
tions there and one in Portland, Oregon,
has some fun with his bite-size guide, writ-
ten not for the hardcore foodie or food his-
torian but the rest of us - just regular old
potato lovers. Lingle makes clear that he’s
no food scholar. To sum up the history of
fries, he broadened their definition beyond
sliced potatoes, to include yams, sweet
potatoes and other vegetables prepared in
different ways. Therein lies some interesting
conjecture.

For instance, one of the earlier refer-
ences to frying is the Bible’s Leviticus, 2:7 to
be exact: “If your grain offering is cooked in
a pan, it is to be made of the finest flour
and some olive oil.” Is it possible that a veg-
etable made its way into the pan, Lingle
wonders. The book of Numbers references
cucumbers and leeks, among other things,
in 11:5.

Some historians claim that Egyptians
were frying foods as early as 2500 BC.
Lingle is betting that vegetables were
among them. But the Romans wrote stuff
down, including what is considered the
world’s oldest cookbook, the Apicius, likely

compiled between the late fourth and early
fifth centuries AD. It includes a recipe for
fried chicken with fried vegetables. Lingle
found no evidence, however, that vegeta-
bles were sliced.

More to the point and elsewhere in the
world, it’s probable that sliced potatoes
were included in an Andean dish called
Pachamanca during the Inca Empire. If so,
the Andean fry predated the European fry
by a few hundred years. The Spanish stole
the potato, and possibly the sweet potato,
from the Incas and brought it to Europe,
Lingle said.

But it  was a Belgian journalist,  Jo
Gerard, who claimed sliced potatoes were
being fried alongside fish in his country in
the late 1600s, predating the same claim
by the French by three quarters to a full
century, Lingle said. The Belgians blame
the Americans for mistakenly giving
french fries the name when they confused
French-speaking Belgian soldiers in pos-
session of some sort of fried esculents
with French-speaking French soldiers dur-
ing World War I.

Regardless, Belgium does appear to
consume more fries per capita than any
other country, Lingle said. “There seems to
be a certain amount of conflicting informa-
tion out there,” he added in a recent inter-
view. “I don’t know what the true answer is.”
Fries remain all over the map, as a default
side in the Americas and Europe, and often
considered among the national dishes of
Britain and Belgium when served with fish
and mussels, respectively, Lingle said.

So where are most potatoes grown?
Fifty years ago, China was the world’s

fifth-largest producer behind the USSR,
Germany, Poland and the United States.
Today, China is the largest producer, Lingle
writes. But in per-capita terms, when it
comes to potato and fry consumption,
Americans eat twice as many potatoes as
the Chinese. Next to no research exists on
fry consumption by country, beyond the
frozen-fry market, Lingle writes. Most fries
are initially cooked in factories and cooked
again in homes, restaurants and “friteries.”

One thing is sure: chefs are having a fry
field day, Lingle said. Many are hand-cut-
ting, inventing signature coatings and dips
and experimenting with techniques often
reserved for other foods, such as dehydra-
tion and sous vide, the method of sealing
food in plastic bags then placing them in
water baths or steam.

And then there’s the hash brown ques-
tion. Are they fries? “Yeah I think hash
browns are fries,” Lingle laughed. “If it’s
been sliced and then cooked some way it’s,
in my opinion, a fry.” — AP

Along, busy holiday weekend along the Gulf Coast
and elsewhere is helping boost a surge in tourism in
Alabama. Industry leaders say hotels and condo-

miniums in Baldwin County are reporting high occupancy
rates for the July 4 holiday. Lakes and rivers from the
Tennessee Valley to Eufaula will also be clogged with
boaters if the weather holds out, and at least two dozen
communities are holding celebrations including fireworks
shows or concerts.

Alabama’s tourism director, Lee Sentell, says it all adds
up to a profitable period for the hospitality and visitor
industry, particularly with the strengthening economy.
Tourists spent a record $12.7 billion in the state last year,
and officials hope for another record year in 2016. — AP

Busy holiday weekend boosts 
surging Alabama tourism numbers

A young boy rides a wave on a body board in Orange Beach, Ala.Bevin Walker, 12, of Sylacauga, Ala, plays volleyball near the shoreline
with her family in Orange Beach, Ala. 

Beach goers take to the Gulf Shores for a long holiday weekend in
Orange Beach, Ala.

Light reflects off the many hotel windows lining the beach that tourists
have flocked to for the holiday weekend in Orange Beach, Ala.

A blue herring walks along the
beach at sunset in Orange

Beach, Ala. — AP photos

Restaurant owner in Idaho potato 
country writes ode to fries 

These undated photos provided by The Glass House show parts of the art exhibit titled ‘Yayoi Kusama: Narcissus Garden,’ at The Glass House in New Canaan, Conn. — AP photos


